
Interactive Map Project: 
 
The project will be a general program on an Arduino platform, that can be edited. The program 
will need to have notes as to the functionality of each line of logic. The project will utilize a 
touchscreen display for user interface; screen size adjustable. The following functionality will 
need to be implemented: 

- The home screen will display a 2D map of the world. The home screen will have tabs 
located on the left-hand side of the screen. These tabs will be ‘Import Photos’ and 
‘Notes’. The tabs will hang vertically on the side of the screen as to not take up too 
much space. 

o Import Photos Tab:  
▪ Import photos through Bluetooth or direct link. The imported photos will 

be added to a list that is organized by time of import. The user will be 
able to edit the name of the photo as needed.  

• Question: is it possible to take information from the original 
photo on the date the photo was taken and the location the 
photo was taken? 

▪ Each country on the map will have an individual folder that will hold all 
photos that has its name in the title. The user will save individual photos 
to these folders.  

▪ Once title editing is completed, the photos will auto-populate to the 
specified folder on the home screen. The auto population will link the 
name of the photo title to a folder on the map that shares the same 
name. (example. The user names photo “Pics in Spain”. The photo will 
then be sent to a folder designated to the location of “Spain” on the 
map.)  

o Notes Tab: 
▪ The notes tab lists all note titles entered and each note will be able to be 

accessed by pressing on the title. If no title is written, the note will 
automatically be titled “No Title”. The user should be able to see the first 
three words of the note under the title when in the listed view. This tab 
will also have a sub-folder for the user to Add Notes.  

▪ The user will be able to add notes to the Notes folder by pressing the 
‘Add Notes’ sub-folder. The title of the note will link that specified note to 
a location or a specific photo, sharing the same title. If no title is used, the 
user will only be able to view the note in the Notes tab.  

- Each photo within the folder will be organized by date of import in a grid. The user can 
click individual photos to display them in full screen. 

- Inside each folder will be a Slideshow button. Once pressed, the photos will display a 
slide show of the photos in the folder. The slideshow will continue on a loop. 

- After the photos are sent to their designated folder, they will be deleted from the 
Import Photos tab. 

- The user will be able to navigate to a folder of photos by touching the country the photo 
is linked to. By pressing the country, the screen will zoom into a map of the country and 



a photo folder icon will be displayed within the country. If the user presses a country 
that does not have a photo, the text “you have not visited here yet” will be displayed 
within the country. 

- The home screen will fill in a color to all countries that has a photo within their folder 
(color is adjustable). Countries without photos will just be outlines of the country.  

- The user will be able to zoom in on the map to clearly see individual countries. The user 
will be able to zoom out and back out to the previous page when applicable.  

 
Project Note: The programmer can pick one or two countries to use as examples on how to 
write the code and how to add multiple countries to the map as needed. I would like to see the 
programming on the zoom in functionality for smaller countries, so if the programmer chooses 
to only do a few countries, pick a large country and a small country. (small country constitutes a 
country that you need to zoom in to actually press the country). Color (background, countries, 
boarder lines, text, and other elements within the program) and text font and size shall be 
adjustable for end user. 


